Warm and glowing: a business famed by the name of Dayton's, the idea behind the store is to make people feel good and to offer a sense of warmth and comfort. That's the spirit that the store's designers have put into the new wing, which is set to open this fall. The wing, which will be the first of its kind in the United States, will feature a large, open space with soft lighting and comfortable seating. The goal is to create a relaxed atmosphere where customers can come and shop in peace. The wing will also feature a number of new retail stores, including a cafe and a bookstore. The designers have put a lot of thought into the layout and design of the space, and they hope that it will appeal to a wide range of customers.
"These are seven sisters. I have made the wedding dresses for six of them."

Material World
By Mary Lang

As an example of the special delights that the sisters of the home offer, Mary Lang describes her work as a dressmaker for the seven sisters of the family. She has made wedding dresses for six of the sisters, and the seventh is about to be married. The sisters all live in the same house, and Mary visits them regularly to discuss their fashion needs. Mary describes the Each of the sisters has a distinct personality, and Mary tries to create dresses that reflect their individual styles. The sisters are all very close, and Mary enjoys being a part of their lives. She feels honored to be able to create dresses that will be a part of such a special occasion. Mary's work is not just a job, but a labor of love. She is passionate about her craft, and she takes great pride in creating something beautiful for the sisters to wear on their special day.
Mechanical MAN

"One of the difficulties you have to contend with when you're a repairman is space. Confined areas."

Mr. G. mentions about various dog bions on his rounds once upon a time and concludes the subject by commenting about his dog that is introduced with the above. He seems to have a special affection for animals and especially for dogs. Mr. G. is known to be a dog lover and has numerous references to dogs in his writing.

The conversation shifts to his work experience. Mr. G. talks about his time as a repairman in San Diego and mentions how he had to deal with various types of situations, including confined spaces and dog bions. He also shares some interesting stories from his time as a repairman, highlighting the challenges and rewards of the job.

Throughout the discussion, Mr. G. emphasizes the importance of communication and teamwork in the repairman profession. He also stresses the value of continuous learning and adaptability in a field that is constantly evolving.

Mr. G. then turns to discuss his current work, focusing on the challenges and joys of working in the appliance repair industry. He shares insights on the latest trends and technologies in the field, as well as his personal experiences and advice for aspiring repairmen.

The conversation concludes with Mr. G. expressing his passion for his work and the satisfaction he derives from helping customers solve their problems. He also highlights the importance of treating customers with respect and providing quality service, which is the cornerstone of his business.

The discussion is filled with rich anecdotes and practical advice, offering valuable insights into the world of appliance repair and the qualities that make a successful repairman.
**Gym Clothes fit for After the Gym Closes at the Active wear Store**

For Men, Women, and now Children too!

Workout Wear Unlimited
1000 Center City Plaza
Pacific Plaza II
272-3102
Open 7 days a week

---

**Mechanical MAN**

Contact lenses are incredibly useful, but they can be expensive. The benefits of wearing contact lenses include improved vision, comfort, and convenience. However, there are several factors that contribute to the cost of contact lenses, such as the type of lens, the brand, and the duration of wear.

**Illusions:**

Colored Soft Contact Lenses for Dark Eyes CHANGE YOUR DARK EYES TO BLUE, AMBER, GREEN OR GREY!

$159 includes exam, contacts, fitting, cleaning kit & follow-up care.

---

**DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES**

A healthier, simpler, more convenient system which promotes better eye health & clearer vision.

$195 includes 6-month supply of lenses, exam & follow-up care. Plus...

- Daily Wear Soft Contacts
- Soft Contact Lenses
- Extended Wear

Daily Wear Soft Contacts $149

Dr. Marvin Waltzman, O.D. Inc.
224-2973

Dr. Timothy Giles, O.D.
National City
267-5861

El Cajon
441-9679

Simonds & Giardina, Doctors of Optometry
Mira Mesa
533-8282

University EyeCare
287-3831

National City EyeCare
475-2184

---

**$1,000,000 INVENTORY FURNITURE SALE!**

- Futons
- Sectionals
- Dining Sets
- Oak Entertainment Centers
- Daybeds

**Kicking Off with a SUPERSTARS OF ROCK WEEKEND THIS FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY**

- VAN HALEN - AEROSMITH - IKEES - BOSTON - RUSH!

---

**ROLLING STONES + U2 + ERIC CLAPTON + BLACK CROWES**

- 101 KGB FM
- See Denny’s Bikes & Blakes

---

**RIP TIDE**

- 316 H Street, Chula Vista 620-7775

**DISCOUNT FURNITURE**

- Double Beds from $199
- Twin Beds from $139
- Oak Entertainment Centers from $149
- Daybeds from $110

---

**SIMON'S AND GIARDINA, DOCTORS OF OPTOMETRY**

- Mira Mesa
- University EyeCare
- National City EyeCare

---

**Rip Tide - 316 H Street, Chula Vista 620-7775**

---

**KICK OFF ROCKTOBER WITH A SUPERSTARS OF ROCK WEEKEND THIS FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY**

- VAN HALEN - AEROSMITH - IKEES - BOSTON - RUSH!
"Jerry, I'm gonna explain to you what God wants from you, what's expected of you. All people should know this, and very few churches come right out and say this to individuals."

"...I'm afraid..."
**Architects**

Rodolfo Acosta, an architect, was selected to design the expansion of the Timpano Theatre. His vision aimed to create an iconic building that would stand out in the community. The project's scale and the need for a modern design challenged Acosta to think outside the box. With a background in urban planning and architectural education, Acosta brought a fresh perspective to the project.

The new architecture was a significant departure from the original Timpano Theatre, which had a more modest and functional design. Acosta's approach was to create a landmark that would attract visitors and become a point of pride for the city. The design features a striking facade with large glass panels, allowing passersby to see into the theatre from the outside, creating a sense of transparency and openness.

**The New Architect:**

**Rodolfo Acosta: Architect of the New Timpano Theatre**

Acosta's design philosophy is rooted in sustainability and community engagement. He believes that architecture can play a crucial role in shaping public spaces and improving the quality of life in cities. The Timpano Theatre project is an excellent example of his commitment to these principles, as it not only serves as a cultural hub but also enhances the city's visual landscape.

**Four hundred dollars a month**

With a $15,000 mortgage and 20 percent down payment for a 750 square-foot house with a small private patio and separate parking.

**Jaime Venguier:**

"Casa in Timpano"

Jaime Venguier is an architect and real estate developer based in Mexico City. He has been involved in the renovation and expansion of several historic buildings across the city. Venguier's design philosophy centers on preserving the historical context of buildings while updating them to meet modern standards. His projects often feature a blend of traditional and contemporary elements, creating spaces that are both functional and aesthetically pleasing. Venguier's work on the Timpano Theatre renovation adds to his growing list of successful projects, further cementing his reputation as a leading figure in the Mexican architectural landscape.
Beginner's Guide to Tijuana Architecture

You've been in Tijuana a little while. Tijuana architecture: 'The best of Los Angeles, right here on the border,' they say. How do you like it? You may have noticed one or two things. You may find the old or new sections of town.

The Old

Arenal Revolution is a good place to begin. The second or third house to the left, left at the old San Dieguito Avenue, is one of Arenal Revolution's most impressive buildings. It's a two-story structure with a flat roof and a large balcony. The façade is painted white and the windows are covered with wrought iron grilles.

The architect is unknown, but it's believed to be a work of the early 1900s. The building has been restored and now houses a restaurant. The interior is decorated with old photographs and paintings, and the atmosphere is very welcoming.

There are hints in Coahuila of what a neighborhood must have been like a hundred years ago in the United States.

As you walk down the street, you'll notice the old wooden houses and the small, narrow streets. The buildings are made of wood and brick, and the roofs are covered with tin or metal.

The style of architecture in Coahuila is similar to that of the United States in the early 1900s. The houses are small and simple, and the streets are narrow and winding. The buildings are made of wood and brick, and the roofs are covered with tin or metal.

The most striking feature of Coahuila is the use of wrought iron. The balconies and railings are made of wrought iron, and the windows are covered with wrought iron grilles.

The buildings in Coahuila are well-maintained, and the atmosphere is very cozy. It's a great place to take a walk and enjoy the old architecture.
Architecture

The new TORRE OF ALTA VISTA

Bausch & Lomb

QUALITY LASER KARAOKE SYSTEMS

BAUSCH & LOMB

Complete Daily Wear Soft $59.00

Complete Extended Wear $69.00

Complete Disposable $19.99

HMO INTERNATIONAL 581-0203

Learn Scuba Diving for HALF PRICE!

Learn Scuba Diving for HALF PRICE!

5139 S. San Diego Avenue

SAN DIEGO 224-2439

1000 North Market Blvd.

SAN DIEGO DIVERS SUPPLY

SPORTS GEAR

BULLETRIOT

iSOLUS

Alexander

In the 1960s, the city of Carlsbad was in the process of constructing a new public school system. The new school was named Carlsbad Junior High School, and it was designed by the architect John Galen Howard. The school was completed in 1963, and it was one of the first modernist schools in California. The design of the school was influenced by the International Style, which emphasized simplicity and functionality. The school was constructed using concrete and glass, and it featured a large, open courtyard that provided outdoor learning spaces for students. The school also had several art installations, including a series of murals created by local artists. The building was an important example of modernist architecture in California, and it helped to establish Carlsbad as a center for arts and education.
burning bridges

a young man takes a slow, last ride into the past

by jeff sharlet

The desert seemed like the ridges and valleys of thoughts, moving past too quickly to do anything but be absorbed. I fell in love with the desert that afternoon.

Slouching towards the old man, I noticed his arm. He seemed to have Kai's arm. I wondered if the old man had been Kai's father. The old man was wearing a hat, and Kai was wearing a hat.

The old man's hat was a cowboy hat, and Kai's hat was a baseball cap.

I walked up to the old man and asked him, "Is this your hat?"

He nodded, "Yeah, it is."

I smiled, "That's cool. I wonder what you do with it."

He looked up at the sky and said, "I don't really wear it much anymore. It's just for show, you know."
that the train stretched clear across the two curves. When it came down, those cars went to the bottom of the gorge. That engine gave it full throttle...and those cars kept on going down.

She'll Say "Yes!" A band of familiar words says "I Love You"

Reward!! Old Pens Wanted

She was happy, I knew, as she stretched out her arms to hug him. The smile on her face was a thing of beauty. He held her tight, kissing her deeply. She turned her head, her eyes shining with love. "I love you," she whispered, "I always have, and I always will."

"You're the best thing that's ever happened to me," he said, "and I'm so grateful to have you in my life."

In the distance, the mountains loomed, their peaks reaching towards the sky. The wind was cool, carrying the scent of pine and freedom. They stood there, holding each other, lost in the moment. And then, as if nothing could ever tear them apart, they pledged their love to one another, forever and always.
Somewhere, always a few feet ahead, lay a place where the light failed and darkness swallowed the rest of the tunnel. I began to wonder if Roy meant to go there.

...
CRIME INCIDENT

Continued from page 7
It was the 20th in a series of crimes that began two years ago.

Witness Statement (Continued): I was at the scene at 10:20 p.m.

The witness, a 45-year-old man, said he was walking his dog when he heard a noise.

He turned to see a group of people running away.

He said they were all carrying bags and were dressed in dark clothes.

The witness said he immediately turned around and called 911.

He then waited for the police to arrive and gave them a description of the suspects.

The police arrived at the scene within minutes and searched for the suspects.

They found no trace of them.

The witness said he was shocked and scared by the incident.

He said he had never experienced anything like it before.

The witness said he was considering hiring a lawyer to help him with the investigation.

The incident has caused him a lot of stress and anxiety.

The witness said he is considering moving to a different neighborhood.

The witness said he is grateful to the police for their help.

He said he hopes they can catch the suspects and bring them to justice.

The witness ended his statement by thanking the police for their hard work.

**BATTERY ON POLICE OFFICER**

**Incident Date:** July 14, 2023

**Location:** 1234 Police Station

**Description:** The witness, a 50-year-old man, said he was on duty when he was attacked by a group of individuals.

He said the group of people were carrying guns and knives.

They started attacking him and he was able to fight them off.

The witness said he was injured and had to go to the hospital.

He said he is grateful to the police for their help.

He said he hopes they can catch the suspects and bring them to justice.

The incident has caused him a lot of stress and anxiety.

The witness said he is considering moving to a different neighborhood.

The witness said he is grateful to the police for their hard work.

He said he hopes they can catch the suspects and bring them to justice.

The incident has caused him a lot of stress and anxiety.

The witness said he is considering moving to a different neighborhood.

The witness said he is grateful to the police for their hard work.

He said he hopes they can catch the suspects and bring them to justice.

The incident has caused him a lot of stress and anxiety.

The witness said he is considering moving to a different neighborhood.

The witness said he is grateful to the police for their hard work.

He said he hopes they can catch the suspects and bring them to justice.

The incident has caused him a lot of stress and anxiety.

The witness said he is considering moving to a different neighborhood.

The witness said he is grateful to the police for their hard work.

He said he hopes they can catch the suspects and bring them to justice.

The incident has caused him a lot of stress and anxiety.

The witness said he is considering moving to a different neighborhood.

The witness said he is grateful to the police for their hard work.

He said he hopes they can catch the suspects and bring them to justice.
it's a lot of fun to watch as the cast of characters has no trouble getting into character. The scenes are well-directed and the performances are solid. The film is worth watching for its humor and its ability to keep the audience entertained. Overall, "The Mighty Ducks" is a fun family movie that will appeal to both kids and adults. It's a great addition to the Disney catalog and is sure to be enjoyed by all who see it.

**Mighty Ducks**

**Rating:** 4/5

**Run Time:** 1h 23min

**Director:** Ron Clements & John Musker

**Stars:** Emilio Estevez, Adam Baldwin, Tom Carvela, Morgan Freeman

**Synopsis:** In "The Mighty Ducks," we follow the story of a hockey team in a small town who are struggling to find a coach. They eventually find a retired hockey player named Bombay (Adam Baldwin), and under his guidance, the team begins to improve. Bombay is a tough but fair coach who helps the team learn the game and grow as individuals. The team faces several challenges along the way, but they eventually make it to the championship game. The film is full of heartwarming moments and teaches valuable life lessons about teamwork and perseverance.

"The Mighty Ducks" is a classic family movie that has stood the test of time. It's a great film that will inspire kids to never give up on their dreams, no matter how difficult they may seem. The film is also a great source of entertainment for all ages, with its catchy theme song and memorable moments. If you're looking for a fun and heartwarming movie, "The Mighty Ducks" is definitely worth checking out.
SPIKE & MIKE'S. SICK AND TWISTED.
FESTIVAL OF ANIMATION

Auditorium of Contemporary Art, San Diego • 303 Coast Blvd. • 858-221-7777
ONLY 8 SICK AND TWISTED SHOWS LEFT!

15 new Sick and Twisted films plus favorite classics!

Sick and Twisted
Show Dates and Times
Fri, Oct 2 and Sat, Oct 3, 8, 11:00 PM
Mon, Oct 4, 11:00 PM

SICK AND TWISTED
IN A PITCH

All new episode: Starring Beavis & Butthead

"TWO THUMBS UP!"
"ONE OF THE YEAR'S MOST POWERFUL FILM DEEPLY MOVING AND WONDERFULLY ACTED"

School Ties

Mr. Saturday Night

© 1982, 1983, & 1984 Universal Studios. All rights reserved. Used under license.

Movie Directory
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North County
Phone Matches Success Stories:

Philip and Susan Witt

San Diego Reader Phone Matches
1-900-844-6282

98¢ per minute, $1.08 first minute From outside San Diego County call 1-900-456-3779 (51¢ per minute)

In Cold Blood
The Largest Display of Captive-Bred Reptiles Ever Seen on the West Coast

By JAZGNTH (ISRAELI TOPO)
Searching for partner and friends to play
With attractive, Jewish, Athletic girls 27-40
Looking for love, marriage with the right woman...exciting, attractive, healthy and fit. Prefer an attractive Jewish woman age 20-39.

MY FANTASY: WITTY, ATHLETIC JEWISH GIRL 27-40
- Sampling for laughter and romance with attractive, Jewish, Athletic girls 27-40, who love tennis, Humphreys and Rubin's fish school.
- Prefer an attractive Jewish woman age 20-39
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Although She Loved Picasso, She Always Flirted with the Dance
Françoise Gilot's Stunning Paintings for the Stage

The relationship between art and dance has always been a fascinating one. From the ancient Greek theaters to modern ballet, the interplay between visual and kinetic art forms has created a rich tapestry of works. Françoise Gilot, known for her love of both art and dance, has captured this dynamic in her stunning paintings. Gilot’s works, featured in an exhibition at the Museum of Convergence in San Diego, showcase her unique perspective on the connection between dance and painting. Through her paintings, Gilot invites viewers to explore the rhythm, movement, and emotion that define both art and dance.

If You Can’t Do It in Your Head, You Can’t Do It
Physicist Abandons Science for a Career in Incredibly Complex Jigsaw Puzzles

The story of a scientist who leaves behind the complexity of quantum mechanics to pursue the intricacies of jigsaw puzzles is a testament to the beauty and challenge of both fields. In his talk at the Science Museum, John Smith shares how the puzzle-solving skills he honed as a physicist have translated into a career where he designs and creates complex puzzles. His work not only provides a mental workout but also challenges the viewer to think outside the box, much like physicists are trained to do. Smith’s journey is a reminder that creativity and problem-solving are universal and can manifest in many unexpected ways.
A Bunch of Hungry, Squabbling Babies

Maguy Marin's Spectacular and Weirdly Unsentimental Reinvention of Cinderella

One of the most important latter 20th century co-creators of the musical Cinderella is a French director, choreographer, and dancer named Maguy Marin. She has been adapting and exploring this classic fairy tale since the late 1980s, and her latest production, "A Bunch of Hungry, Squabbling Babies," is a testament to her unique vision.

The story of Cinderella is well-known: a young girl who is mistreated by her stepmother and stepsisters, but is transformed by a fairy godmother into a Cinderella with a glass slipper, and eventually marries the prince. However, Marin's version is anything but traditional. She sets the story in a contemporary urban environment, using a mix of dance, theater, and film to bring the characters to life.

The production features a cast of all-female dancers, all of whom are wearing black, and the costumes are made of silhouettes of black fabric. The setting is a dark, urban landscape, with the dancers moving in a choreographed manner that is both graceful and powerful. The use of film and projection adds a layer of visual interest, with images of the dancers superimposed over the live action.

The music is a mix of classical and contemporary, with a heavy emphasis on electronic sounds. The overall effect is a striking and thought-provoking piece of theater that is sure to captivate audiences of all ages.

Cinderella's story continues to evolve, and Marin's interpretation is a testament to the enduring power of this timeless tale. The production runs from October 11 to 14 at the La Jolla Playhouse, and is not to be missed.
Ensenada Only $99
per couple
- 3 days, 2 nights in our rainforest decorated ocean view rooms.
- Margaritas on arrival.
- Shrimp or Carne Asada dinner for two at Award Winning Restaurant Los Terracitos.
- Two hours of tennis court use.
- Free transportation to and from the airport.
- All taxes included.

German-American Societies of San Diego, Inc.

Oktobefest 1992
October 10, 11 and 17 & 18
Saturday and Sunday, Noon to 10 pm
All day fun, games & outside events - FREE admission

- Wiener • Paudert
- Gおすすめ • Braised
- Beer on tap • Sausagefest
- Crafts booths • On the spot
- Shooting gallery • Kettle with great prizes
- German cultural performances

Live Music by:
The Bavarian Beer Garden Band

Saturdays - Oktoberfest Dance 8 pm to 1 am - $5 donation
Dancers, lederhosen and accessories for sale
Origins from Germany + many other German impacts
1017 S. Molasses, El Cajon 442-6637

DANCE

"Fridays" • 8 pm and
Mondays presented by the Mission Bay Dance Society, 8033 Soledad St., San Diego, 92119. For more info call 525-5060

COMEDY ISLE

NOW APPEARING

GABE KAPLAN
Special Event October 7, 9, 9
All 4 Shows only
Wed. $4.00 Thurs. $5.00 Fri. - Sat. $10.00
Make reservations now.

PACIFIC BEACH'S HIDDEN TREASURE

Pacific Beach's Hidden Treasure

$99

Spanish Village, La Jolla

October 11th, 12th, 17th & 18th

Dinner • Taquitos • Tequila

The Nutty Nutts
La Jolla Center Stage

"Late Night with David Letterman"

COLLEGE NITE - Every Thursday - $2.00
FREE ADMISSION with any comedy club ticket

STEVIE RAY FROMSTEIN

DECEMBER 7TH

BAY

Riviera Bar & Grill
1921 W. Mission Bay Dr.
San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 557-5600

Specials include: $3.00 beer, $4.00 wine and $5.00 rum, Coke and Jagermeister. Live music by local of"
Reader Phone Matches" Presents SPUNK

Friday, October 9, 6:30-10:30 PM

Café del Mar
San Diego Repertory Theatre is proud to present its annual "Reader Phone Matches" event, where participants are matched based on their responses to a series of questions. This event is part of the "SPUNK" program at the theater.

SAN DIEGO REPERTORY THEATRE
San Diego Repertory Theatre is located at 2050 Wall St., La Jolla, CA 92037. For more information, please call 858-504-1971.

Reader's Guide to THEATRE

A Heart Hotter Than Fire

by John O'Connor

The program for the La Jolla Playhouse's latest offering is a treat for the eyes as well as the ears. The program is bright, colorful, and full of life, with images of the actors, the set, and the costumes. The program includes a brief synopsis of the play, which is set in the 1920s in a small town in California. The play is about a young woman who is trying to break free from her traditional upbringing and find her own voice. The program also includes a list of the cast members and a photo of the director, Stephen H. Freer.

The play is performed by a small ensemble cast, and the actors are in top form. The production is well rehearsed, and the acting is excellent. The play is a comedy, and the audience will enjoy the humor and the clever dialogue.

The set design is also noteworthy, with a small house that doubles as a train station. The actors move seamlessly between the two settings, and the lighting is perfect. The sound design is also top-notch, with the actors' voices clearly heard.

Overall, this is a wonderful production, and I highly recommend it. The play is a must-see for anyone who loves a good comedy. The cast is excellent, and the direction is spot on. The production is a testament to the talent of the La Jolla Playhouse's artistic director, Christopher Ashley.
The Face of Command

John Singleton Copley: Admiral Lord Cornwallis

Faith Nightingale

"On And Off The Wall" "uly 5 - August 31

353 Fourth Ave. - Greenwich Village 236-5292
Eleanor Widner now recommends restaurants by telephone day or night!  
Whether you're looking for a small, cozy spot or a more elegant restaurant, or if you're trying to plan a special dinner or just need a quick bite, Eleanor's recommendations can help you find the perfect place. Her restaurant reviews are carefully selected to suit a variety of budgets and tastes. Whether you're looking for a romantic dinner or a lively night out, Eleanor's advice will point you in the right direction. Call 1-800-444-4600, 24 hours a day.

Anne's by Type of Food  
Anne's has a diverse menu to suit every taste. From Mexican specialties to traditional fare, you'll find something for everyone. You can also choose from a selection of dishes that are low in fat or low in sodium. Whether you're looking for a light lunch or a hearty dinner, Anne's has you covered.

Late-night restaurants  
Late-night dining is a great way to enjoy a meal without the hassle of finding a restaurant. Anne's offers a variety of late-night dining options, including take-out and delivery services.

North Coastal  
North Coastal is a restaurant that offers a unique dining experience. The atmosphere is relaxed and casual, and the menu features a variety of dishes that are sure to please.

Best of the Kind  
The Best of the Kind is a restaurant that specializes in serving a variety of dishes from around the world. The menu is constantly changing, so you'll always find something new and delicious to try.

Tijuana-area restaurants  
Tijuana is a popular destination for foodies. The city is home to a variety of restaurants that offer a unique dining experience. Whether you're looking for Mexican specialties or something more international, Tijuana has it all.

Breakfast and brunch  
Breakfast and brunch are a great way to start your day. At Anne's, you can enjoy a variety of breakfast and brunch options, including eggs, pancakes, and even specialty cocktails.

Happy hour  
Happy hour is a great way to enjoy a meal without breaking the bank. At Anne's, you can enjoy a variety of drinks and appetizers at discounted prices.

Toscana  
Toscana is a popular restaurant that offers a variety of Italian dishes. The menu features a variety of pastas, pizzas, and other traditional Italian favorites.

Bar & Grill  
Anne's has a full-service bar and grill that serves a variety of drinks, including a selection of beers and wines.

Coffee and bistro  
Coffee and bistro are a great way to enjoy a snack or a light meal. At Anne's, you can enjoy a variety of coffee drinks and light snacks, including pastries and sandwiches.

REVIEW  
Anne's is a restaurant that offers a unique dining experience. The atmosphere is relaxed and casual, and the menu features a variety of dishes that are sure to please.

The Porter's Guide to Restaurant's  
Porter's Guide to Restaurant's is a popular restaurant that offers a variety of dishes from around the world. The menu is constantly changing, so you'll always find something new and delicious to try.

Anxious to Please  
Anxious to Please is a restaurant that offers a variety of dishes from around the world. The menu features a variety of pastas, pizzas, and other traditional Italian favorites.

Toscana  
Toscana is a popular restaurant that offers a variety of Italian dishes. The menu features a variety of pastas, pizzas, and other traditional Italian favorites.

Bar & Grill  
Anne's has a full-service bar and grill that serves a variety of drinks, including a selection of beers and wines.

Coffee and bistro  
Coffee and bistro are a great way to enjoy a snack or a light meal. At Anne's, you can enjoy a variety of coffee drinks and light snacks, including pastries and sandwiches.
Kiss Me Again, Said the Old Man Who Confuses Himself with James Brown

One of the most repeated stories about any bluesman, with the exception of that told about Robert Johnson selling his soul to the devil in exchange for supernatural skills on guitar, is the one about how James Brown arrived at his first hometown of Augusta, Georgia.

In Chicago in 1949, Wells—at either 14 or 15, depending on which biography you consult—wanted to go to New York to make his mark on the music world. He knew he had to hitchhike there, but he wanted to go as quickly as possible. He was tired of waiting for a bus or train, and he couldn't afford a cab. So he started walking, and he walked all the way to New York City. It took him two weeks. He got there and started making records, and he became one of the biggest stars in the world. He died in 1997, but his music lives on.
The musical excitement was generated by the band and the idea of Watts, whose presence was almost a formality.

...this almost manic beatrice—whose prominence in the 1960s and 1970s white collector scene has somewhat overshadowed the reality of his contributions and somewhat muted Watts' himself too.

With Watts introduced by one of the band's percussionists, the song began with a driving bassline and a driving drumbeat. The rhythm section was tight and focused, setting the stage for Watts' vocals. Watts' voice was clear and strong, with a slightly rough quality that added to the raw energy of the performance. He sang with conviction, delivering each line with passion and intensity. His delivery was precise, with a slight twang that added to the Southern feel of the song.

The emotional core of the song was Watts' delivery of the lyrics. He sang with a sense of intensity and urgency, building to a powerful climax that left the audience in awe. His performance was powerful and emotionally charged, leaving a lasting impression on those who witnessed it.

In conclusion, Watts' presence was almost a formality. Despite this, his contributions to the band were significant, and his influence on the music was undeniable. His energetic delivery and powerful vocals made him a driving force in the band, and his presence is impossible to ignore. Watts' impact on the music world cannot be overstated, and his legacy will continue to inspire musicians for generations to come.
REVIEW

Formless, Soulless, Pseudo-Intellectual Stuffy Clanging—or Truly Hip Tunes?

The sound—that’s the thing about Sontu—truth that matters. No one, the 11-year-old New York group has been formidably influential in the global music underground. See in some versions the Velvet Underground, if you will, as a rock comment. Sontu are supreme innovators of the dual paradigm: that of the existentialist rock group and that of the pure, cerebral, political concept band. They are a conceptual band that have a true talent for making music that is both accessible and challenging. Their sound is characterized by a mix of electronic and acoustic instruments, creating a unique and captivating listening experience. Their music is experimental and influential, setting a new standard for the genre.

The group’s unique sound is evident in their live performances, where they showcase their mastery of different instruments and styles, often incorporating sampling and digital manipulation into their music. Their performances are not just about the music itself but also about the experience of being part of a vibrant community of artists and fans. Sontu’s music is a reflection of the complexity of the world and the challenges we face, making it both thought-provoking and enjoyable.

Underground Clubs

The group has gained a devoted following, and their music is not just enjoyed by fans but is also admired by critics and fellow musicians. Their sound has been described as a mix of avant-garde and pop, with influences ranging from electronic music to classical compositions. Sontu’s music is both accessible and challenging, making it a favorite among fans of diverse musical backgrounds.

In conclusion, Sontu is a group that is not afraid to push the boundaries of what is considered music. Their sound is a reflection of the complexity of the world and the challenges we face, making it both thought-provoking and enjoyable. Their music is a testament to their creativity and dedication to exploring new horizons in the realm of music.
THE MUSIC SCENE

KARAOKE
Every Saturday Night Hosted by "Chance"
$150 First Prize 6-week contest
Dart Tournament Every Tuesday 7 pm
2020 San Diego Ave #3
(619) 453-0107

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
2 large-screen TVs, 11-12 minutes.
FREE Buffalo Wings
During the 1st half:
$1 drinks, 1/2-price appetizers and cocktails 1 to 8 pm
with reserved table in the game bar
41' NIGHT!! +
Our Fantasy Female Review!

TUESDAYS-College Night
Live Reggae with CITIZEN X
81 Coors Light Long Necks,
1/2-price appetizers all night
Notice: This night is designed for starting students to come in,
chat, drink, and be merry and forget the recession.

SOCIETY BILLIARD CAFE
NOW SERVING BEER & WINE
GRAND REOPENING!

- New Pool Rates
- New Food Menu
- New Hours

FREE POOL!
Every Day
11:00 am to 6:00 p.m.
with $1 minimum food/casino purchase per person
1201 Garnet Ave
Pacific Beach
272-POOL

MUSIC TRADER
Southern California's largest used CD selection
30,000 COMPACT DISCS!
We have and always will pay top dollar for CDs, tapes & videos!

COLLEGE AREA
5726 La Jolla Blvd
381-2114

CHULA VISTA
481 Broadway
586-1052

MIRAMAR
1034 Mission Rd
562-3290

KIM'S MUSIC TRADER
1110 Broadway
586-1052

MUSIC TRADER
1110 Broadway
586-1052

Belly Up
1455 1st, Carlsbad Ave, Solana Beach
Get the Belly Up magazine free in the mail each month, 481-8052

MIKE WILSON, LOI ANN RAYTON

GEORGE CLINTON

TEXAS BLUES REVUE
143 So. Cedros Ave, Solana Beach
Get the Belly Up magazine free in the mail each month, 481-8052

GEORGE CLINTON

TEXAS BLUES REVUE

WOODS

ROGELA

STATION NATION

COMMON SENSE
DROP NINETEENS
DELAWARE

revolver

baby's angry

revolver

CAROLINE

APPEARING AT THE SPIRIT, OCT. 3

On sale now at:
Garage Rock
401 1st Ave
Chula Vista
944-4996

Off The Record
804 8th Ave
Mission Beach
596-0308

MIRA MESA

Mira Mesa
10171 Camino Real
Fridays & Saturdays
October 2 & 3

Trio Football on Satellite • Wide-screen TV

Surprise Band!

NFL Football on Satellite

Dr. Feelgood

The Lights Out Happy Hour

Dinner Special


drink Specials

Drum & Bass

4/5

Dr. Feelgood

KING SHAKES

FRI • SAT

DR. FEELGOOD & THE VIBRANT TRIBES

Surprise Band!

NFL Football on Satellite

EAGLES VS. COWBOYS


drink Specials

Drum & Bass

4/5

Mira Mesa

10171 Camino Real

Trio Football on Satellite • Wide-screen TV

Surprise Band!

NFL Football on Satellite

Dinner Special


drink Specials

Drum & Bass

4/5
FOOTBALL SEASON IS HERE!
5 TVs + 2 Satellite Dishes
Open 10 am Sundays During Football Season
6200 University Ave., La Mesa • 460-2020
DARTS • PINBALL • FREE POOL ALL DAY

THE MUSIC SCENE

SUNBERRY MUSIC
3395 Pacific Highway • Encinitas
(619) 455-8111
Open 10 am to 3 am

STADIUM CLUB
2416 Pacific Highway • Encinitas
(619) 455-8877
Open 11 am to 1 am

LIVE FROM FAT CITY
From A Sunday, Dec 8 & 9 & 10
3476 52nd St. • Ocean Beach
(619) 221-5511

NO COVER
MARK MEADOWS

FREE PARKING
2137 Pacific Highway • Columbia 703-1808

MARSHALL'S PLACE
1015 6th Ave. • Ocean Beach
(619) 221-4151
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was April 15, 1888, and the fledgling seaside community of Ocean Beach was celebrating its first anniversary with a band concert, complimentary mussel roast, and the above-pictured balloon ascent. San Diegans Billy Carlson and Frank Higgins had developed the area the year before, purchasing much of the land on the ocean side of Point Loma and submerging it into Los. Carlson weathered the vagaries of San Diego's real estate market better than his partner; Higgins committed suicide in 1889.

(From the Times Collection)
GRAB YOUR MASK
Come to the Reader Phone Matches™ Monster Bash

Co-sponsored by American Theater and the San Diego Padres Society
Friday, October 30, 8-11pm
Southwest Center
Exit at Broadway St and E. Green River Road, turn left on E. Broadway St.,
33rd at 4th St.

- Costumes are optional, but prizes will be awarded to the best dressed and the most original.
- Fitness. Exercise before you arrive. Music and dance instruction will be given.
- Receive a Give 50-word Phone Matches™ at 11:00 p.m. at the party.
- Enjoy the lights, buffle!

Party tickets are limited to 1600 reservations. Open call $15.00.

24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE

HOW TO RESPOND TO PHONE MATCHES

1-900-844-6282

To respond to Reader Phone Matches™, call 1-900-844-6282. You will be given a code number for the entire call, which is not needed. The code number will be given to you as the first digit of the first code number. If you do not hear your code number, call 1-900-844-6282 and ask for your code number.

For information on how to respond to Reader Phone Matches™, please call 1-900-844-6282.

TO LEND OR TO LEASE OR TO OWN BECAUSE THE SAN DIEGO READER.

Reader Phone Matches™ Presents

$9.95/mo!

Twenty-four-hour a day, 7 day
week messages will be taken. Because now, for just $9.95 per month, you can get the highest quality, most reliable phone message service available.

This offer includes:
- Your own voice, without any interruptions.
- 50-word messages in three minutes.
- No monthly or extra charges.
- Easy to use.

Every call is monitored to ensure your own voice and that of no other messages in your service area. Each call is logged and can be recorded.

AMERICAN MESSAGE CENTERS
297-9494

ATTENTION CREDITORS:

To place an order for Reader Phone Matches™, send your order to:

Reader Phone Matches
3900 Mission Boulevard
San Diego, CA 92122

Jazz Happy Hour

Join us at our regular happy hour for a night of cool jazz. Enjoy the sounds of the San Diego Bar at 6:30. Call 297-9494 or 3900 to make reservations.

CARMESI BEAK
3900 MISSION BOULEVARD

CATAMARA
RESORT HOTEL
Reader Phone Matches® Presents

SPUNK

Tales of survival, told in the key of tunes!

By Tom Tom Hall, Don Mischer

Directed by Don Mischer

Starring Tom Tom Hall, Don Mischer

Wednesday, October 9, 6:30-9:30 PM

Café TRIANGULAR

CALL THE BOX OFFICE AT 255-9000 TO RESERVE YOUR SEAT. MENTION THE "PHONE MATCHES™ SPECIAL" FOR FUTURE USE.

San Diego Repertory Theatre

Reader Phone Matches® Presents

COUNTRY SINGLES

NEW NIGHT

WEDNESDAY

6:30-9:30 PM

INCLUDES:

• Dinner Buffet
• Dance Lessons
• Door Prizes

ALL FOR ONLY $4

You’re Single. We’re Free. Why Wait?

Introducing Reader Phone Matches®! It’s Free to be Single People. You are provided with a free personal matching ad, in Reader Classifieds. You also receive a free "Voice Match®", a voice service that allows you to record and receive messages from any match you phone.

HOW TO PLACE YOUR AD: To place a free Phone Matches ad, fill out the coupon below and mail or fax it to 233-7647. Please note: phone numbers are restricted to 25 words or less and not for two weeks. No form will be accepted over the phone. To place a Voice Match, call 226-5820 for additional word. You will need a 5-digit matches number to place an ad and a 4-digit only to receive your messages. You may also place one ad in all three Sunday Times, for $30, 25 words or less and not for two weeks. No form will be accepted over the phone. To place a Voice Match, call 226-5820 for additional word.

HOW TO USE YOUR VOICE MAILBOX: After you receive your matches number, you may record your personal introduction. Call 226-5820, 24 hours a day, and follow the system instructions. Your introduction is received by Reader Phone Matches and recorded for you.

QUESTIONS? Call 226-5820, x 268

San Diego Reader Phone Matches

MEET YOUR MATCH! Use the form below to place your FREE, 5-week Phone Matches Ad and get your FREE Voice Mailbox.

PRINT CLEARLY! (Please 25 words or less)
Check box if you are a non-smoker. Check box if you are a non-drinker.

Phone Matches Phone Numbers:

First Name
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State
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Phone numbers:

Age

Occupation

Height

Weight

Hair

Eye

Smoke

Drink

OCCUPATION

FREE AD DEADLINE: Call Saturday, 5-7 PM, or Sunday, 12-1 PM.

LATE AD DEADLINE: Call Tuesday, 5-7 PM, or Thursday, 12-1 PM.

San Diego Reader Phone Matches

SF Box 255, San Diego, CA 92112

(619) 743-0000
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LATE AD DEADLINE: Call Tuesday, 5-7 PM, or Thursday, 12-1 PM.
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HOW TO RESPOND TO PHONE MATCHES
1-900-844-6282
This number is free.
FROM OUTSIDE SAN DIEGO COUNTY CALL 1-800-454-3276

PERSONALS

S E R V I C E S

NON-FILING TAXPAYERS

1 MINUTE MESSAGE
CALL 819-721-7840

Have You Been Injured?
Experienced attorneys who care about you:
- Personal Injuries
- Medical Malpractice
- Automobile Accidents
- Workers’ Compensation
- Consumer Protection
- Unmarried Mothers
- Insurance Coverage Details

FREE CONSULTATION NO RECOVERY NO FEE
1-800-306-1150

WOMEN'S COUNSELING ASSN.
"Women Helping Women"
- Writing notes
- Common location
- Individual
- Couples & Groups

FALL SPECIALS
FREE 1 hour session "Women's troubles women solve" in your relationship and how to avoid it in the future.
- Sex Group
- Couples
- Women's group
- Supportive Relationship

Call 279-2655 for information
Call for complete group schedule

FREE ELECTROLYSIS

ALEXANDER ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
747 S. Grand Ave. Suite 101
Los Angeles, CA 90017
(213) 687-2894

S W I M M I N G

Sports

WOMEN'S HAIR LOSS BREAKTHROUGH

Call for a private consultation
BERMA
457-5496
SPORTS AND FITNESS

Motorcycle & Bicycle Accident Injury Claims
Free consultation at home, hospital and office
BIKE INJURY LAWYERS 239-BIKE

San Diego's Specialized Dealer

FREE 6-Function Avon computer with any bike purchase

HUGE SELECTION OF ROAD BIKES & HYBRIDS STARTING AT $249.95

San Diego's Best Clothing & Shoe Selection

INVENTORY LIQUIDATION!

We'll pay all your nut!
Dare to Compare!

Sports and Fitness

Commercial Rentals

Residential Rentals

Roommate Services

Sports and Fitness

Sports and Fitness

Sports and Fitness

Sports and Fitness

Sports and Fitness

Sports and Fitness

Sports and Fitness

Sports and Fitness
LIMITED NUMBER OF LARGE
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS NOW AVAILABLE
$495 MO.
• Pool, spa, tennis courts
• Private balcony or patio
• Easy access to highways
• All-electric appliances
• Close to San Diego City College

Collwood Pines
6707 Collwood Ave., San Diego
CALL TODAY 287-3220

VA $100
MOVE-IN
We will pay all your closing costs.
We will also pay up to $3,200 of your payments.
3 BEDROOM, 2 1/2 BATH, (Plan Three)
Located in the City of San Diego
from $129,900
Sales office open 10 am & 5 pm daily
428-5558

Seabridge
APARTMENT VILLAS
San Diego's Newest Address
Cosmopolitan lifestyle in a
friendly neighborhood setting.
• Minutes from Style Center on the Hill
• Minutes from Superior Village
• Walk to Irwin Park and
Glidden Quarters, Tennis and pool deck
• Controlled entrance • Small pets welcome • Good
parking • Villa-style living
• Tax deductions for 10% • Limited time discount

ROBINHOO CREEK
1000 W. 12th St., San Diego
JULIETT PROPERTIES LTD.

Real Estate Photo Classifieds